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Thinking Things Through

TtllNrlNG: to form or have in mind, to have as an opinion, to reflect on; ponder,

to reason.

Wr ltusr DARE to think "unthinkable" thoughrs. We musr learn to explore all
the options and possibilities that confront us in a complex and rapidly changing
world. We must learn to welcome and not to fear the voices of dissent. We

must dare to think about "unthinkable things" because when things become

unthinkable, thinking stops and action becomes mindless.

-J. 
Wrlr-mu Fur-eRIcHT, The Arrogance of Power

BRtar, sRrar, tRrar
On thy cold gray stones, O Seal

And I would that my tongue could utter
The thoughrs that arise in me.

TTENNYSoN, T he B eggar Maid

- . -].G SENSE OF YOUR POSTTRAUMA REACTIONS

-: Cllapter 1, we described the situations of Paul and Kirk who had similar serious

:-.r accidents. After Paul's accident, he felt afraid when driving, particularly when

,:-e conditions were similar to those in the accident-on the expressway, in the
:-.-rn. But after several weeks, he no longer felt quite so afraid except occasionally
.,ren he saw someone else driving erratically. Kirk, on the other hand, felt emo-

.:--nally paralyzed following his accident. He felt too unsafe even to get behind the
',', reel. Several weeks after the accident, he still felt afraid when not at home most

: rhe time. He felt fear crossing the street and in a crowded store where someone

: --u1d bump him.
Why is there such a difference between their reactions? It's because the acci-

-l.nts had different meanings for them. They reacted according to the lessons each

-.:eri'from the accident-and they drew different lessons.

Your reactions to trauma-your thoughts, feelings, and behaviors-are a restilt

r--'i r)nly of the facts of the event, but also of what you think those facts mean. You

: -ln't change the facts, but the lesson you draw from them is probably not the only
::e possible. There is usually more than one meaning for any set of facts.
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50 LIFEAFTERTRAUMA

For Paul, the meaning of the accident applied only to driving, and primarily to

driving in traffic. For Kirk, the accident meant he was always at risk, almost every-

where. Tiaumatic events do not occur in a vacuum. They occur within the context
of a whole life, including current and past experiences. A bad past experience can
make a recent, similar event more troubling, whether or not you are aware of the
similatity. In addition, if you are under a lot of stress or do not have support from
other people, you may be more likely to experience a difficult event as traumatic.
If we spoke with Kirk more extensively about the accident and other difficult times
in his life, we would be likely to hear about other times that he felt unsafe. These

old experiences may have left him more vulnerable to feeling unsafe in this new
situation.

Healing frotn trauma often involves gaining a new perspective that allows you
to see the facts differently. This chapter explains how to do that. We start with a

few basic distinctions that can usually be ignored in day-to-day life. Specifically, we

look at how facts, reactions, and meanings are different but also connected. Later
in this chapter, we will look at how trauma can disrupt the deeper beliefs you have
about yoursel{ others, and the world and what you can do about that disruption.

Sorting Facts from Reactions

Kirk's reaction to his car accident was to feel afraid most of the time. This is a

common reaction following trauma. Although such fear often goes away on its
own, sometimes it doesn't. It didn't get better for Kirk. Part of the reason was thar
he didnt fully understand the relationship between the /acts of a situation and his
reactions. Kirk thought that feeling fear meant that he must be in danger. It is true
that fear is an important signal that we might be unsafe. We need to pay attention
when we feel fear. However, fear often signals only a possibility of danger that must
then be checked out. It is possible to feel fear and be quite safe, or to have no fear
but actually be in great danger. Thinking you are unsafe, whether or not you actu-
ally are, generally stirs feelings of fear. Feeling fear can call up more thoughts of
being unsafe. Thoughts and feelings can build on each otheE escalating. Fear can
be so compelling that it seems a fact ahout the present; but thoughts and feelings
are not facts. They are reactions and they often have to do with something that
reminds you of the past or that you are imagining about the future. Often, we react

to reminders of the past without even realizing it. Kirk was walking down the street
on his way to work one day when he suddenly felt overwhelmed with fear. It was all
he could do to get to the building where he worked, where he felt safe. It initially
seemed that the fear came out of nowhere but there had been triggers. First, there
had been a siren in the distance that he hadn't consciously noticed but that had
put him a little on edge. Then nearby a car accelerated fast after a red light, tires
squealing. There had been squealing tires just before Kirk's accident. He reacted
to the sound now with intense fear; the danger felt real and immediare. But how
unsafe was he, in fact? He thinks he knows because his reactions are so intense. But
he hasn't thought about how accurate his reactions are in the present situation.
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Thoughts and feelings give you important information about how to act and
---iie care of yourself. It is especially important to pay attention to feelings of fear.

i:*-ever, it is also important to ask yourself if fear is warning of present danger, or
: r r. based on a reminder of the past or a worry about the future.

fsr:g Facts from Meanings

!u:t-n-ing all the facts in a situation helps us know how best to respond. Unfortu-
:;:elr, we often don't know all the facts. What was that noise in the kitchen? It's
r :xt that there was a noise, but what does it mean? Was it the cat getting into
:lublel Or has someone broken into the house? It's hard to know how to react

;:ril rre know what the sound means. Facts do not always carry obvious meanings.

i.-en s'hen we know the basic facm of a situation, and agree on them, we may not
.i 

"gr.. 
on what they mean. This is because facts can often mean more than one

:tung.
Is a bottle of water half full or half empty? The amount of water, eight ounces,

= a phvsical fact that can be measured. This fact is independent of who we are,

rira r+r think or feel. But that same fact can mecn't dif{ercnt things to different
grsrple or even to the same person in different situations. If you are thirsty and

idier-e there is nothing to drink, you can be dehghted to find rhat there is still
i-me $'ater left in the bottle. If you believe there is a full bottle to share with
iierrds, you will be disappointed to find it only half full. The meaning that the
.:rer bottle has for you depends on the whole situation. This includes what you

:nnq to that situation, what you expect, what has happened to you in the past, and

rirat 1'ou believe those past experiences have meant to you. Meanings are not the

iame as facts. There is no right or wrong meaning to the water bottle. There is not
messarily one best meaning. It is possible to have many different meanings that
{l tit the same facts.

Kirk believed the meaning of his car accident was "l'm not safe anymore." He
-rner- 

he couldn't undo the fact of the accident and he thought meanings operated

:r the same way. They don't. Meanings are the way we interpret facts. lt is very

rrrs..ible, and even probable, that an event can be interpreted in two or more ways

:nJ both can fit the facts.

Let's look at another example.

d Ci"ay and Jack were working in the same higlvrise office building in New York

Ciry near theWorldTrade Center on September 11, 2001. They heard the impact

oi the planes, saw the fl.ames, smoke, cmdbodies falling. They fearcdfor their liues

u,henthe towers collapsed. The tragedy leftthemboth shaken,butin differentwaJs.

Cindyt life had reuolqted oround an wnbitious career but after 91 11 her career didn't

seem to matter as much atJmore. She didn't see how she could et,er feel safe work-

ing in a skyscraper again. She fek frightened ond lost. Jack had been a general$

loid-back, eq)en tempered py. He reacted to 9111 with shock, fear, and then anger.

He felt personallq u attacked, with a strongLlrge to fightback. His cmger fueled a need

;ted
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52 LIFEAFTERTRAUMA

to find outhow the attackhadhappened and do whateuer he could to make sure it

didn't happen again. He felt focused, driuen with a new mission in life.

Cindy and Jackhad vety different reactions to the same event because it meant

different things to them. However, both were shaken because thel:r experiences con-

tradiued their core beliefs that they were safe and in control of their lives.

MAKING SENSE OF BELIEFS

Behefs are meanings about ourselves, other people, and the world that we have

come to rely on very deeply. We develop these deep beliefs from what has happened

to us, from watching what happens around us, and from what we've been told to
believe. Children often believe what they are told: "Strangers are dangerous," "Lis-

ten to and respect grown-ups," "Don't burden people with your problems," "You're

bad." If you witness violence in your home growing up, yoll may believe that car-

ing people hurt each other or that you never leave a reiationship no matter horv

damaging it might be. On the other hand, your past experiences may have led you

to believe that you are safe, that you are in control of what happens to you, that
others are trustworthy, or that no matter what happens, things will work out all
right in the end.

Once we've formed our core beliefs, we usually stop thinking much about

them. They become a natural part of who we are and how we function. We tend

to act on them automatically, as reflex. Cindy didn't realize she believed, "l'm safe;

I'm in control of my life," until the trauma shocked her into considering that these

deep beliefs might be wrong.

Beliefs can and do change. Most of the time they change gradually as the

weight of our experience shapes what we believe. The process is similar to the way

a river gradually shifts its course as the surrounding terrain erodes. This process

of belief change is called accommodatlon. With trauma, however, basic beliefs can

change quickly and dramatically, the way an earthquake can suddenly shift the
course of a river. A trauma may cause a belief to intensify, become absolute, reverse

itself, or collapse altogether.

On 9/11 Cindy's behefs about being safe and in control flipped 180 degrees.

She suddenly felt completely unsafe and unable to control events. She believed thls
as completely as she once believed the opposite. 'lUere her new beliefs any more true
and accurate than the old ones? Actually, no; both her old and new beliefs have an

absolnte, all-or-nothing quality to them. This quality can cause problems.

The Trouble with All-or-Nothing Thinking

Survivors of trauma, like Cindy, often think in all-or-nothing terms. Overwhelmed
with powerfr,rl feelings, they tend to feel completely safe or completely in dan-
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- . rlpletely in control or completely out of control. When trauma shatters a

- ::-lief it can seem hest to believe the extreme opposite. It may feel most self-
- :.:rvc to not expect anything positive from yor-rrself or others. If yor-r thought

,. -re safe and suddenly found yourself in a life-tl-rreatening situation, it may

. - ' :r.r,-tch safer alu'ays to assllme high rlsk than to assulne ,safety. You rnay then

- ''.rter prepared to protect or clefend yourseif

A? W,'he" Angie mamied, she had neuer before feb so caredior. She trusted her

'.:,sband complete\. k was a Little ot er a Jear into their morriage rt he n Ae firx htt
;:;r'. He was extremell remorseful, promtsing it would neuer happetr agaln. Set'eral

'ri{rirrhs larcr, another violent incident occurred and more followed. Angle corrldn'r
;'rlre t,e the change in this man she had so loued and trusted. She had no u,G\ ro nrake

-,;nseo/his uiolentbehaqtiorexcepttothinkthat,apparently,yucouldnet'erreollt

":nrlw or trust an,tbod1,. She began to uiew euerJone with suspicion and distrust.

.\r-Lgie was able to leave the abusive marriage but the lesson she drew was that
i i'e:t to distrust everyone unless the-v pror.e themseh,es totally trustworthy. It u'as
,. rr ,.rf staying safe and protecting l-rerself. The stakes were high-as they usr-rally

: u'ith trauma-and she felt totally unsafe trusting even a iittie blt. However,
' ..)tr1lg is a basic human need and not being able to trust anyone at all causes its

,. n pirin and problems. Does Angie really have to choose between the two basic
-.rls of safety and trust? It rnay initially seem that lvay, but it's possible to choose
- . l-1.

,\ngie is assuming that it is possible to be completely safe r/ she gives up trLrst-

:-.: others-but this is not true. This is an imperfect and flawed world; there is no
, .,\' to guarantee absolute or perfect safety for anybody, regardless of what they give

.: Hou,el,er, we are not saying that Angie can never be safe. Safety is not absoiute,
.. -ir neither is danger. There are many ways to be safe, and many degrees of safety

,:rl risk. The same is true of trust.

Angie doesn't have tcl choose between trust and saGty if she can begrn to
:-,Lr-rk irbout the r,vide range of real possibilities between all and nothing. Tiust can

':'L-.1r1 rn&l1)r different things and have many different degrees. After Angie thought
.ir.r-rt it, she found she could expand from tr.r,o categories of trustr.vorthiness (a11

,r'r.1 rrothing) to fir.e.

Distrust

ct mpletei-v

Trust for

1ou-risk

requests

Trust with
medir-rm-risk

requests

Tiust quite Tiust
a lot completely

In Angie's day-to-day life this translated as followsr
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1. Distrust conqlete\' Avoid

contact.

7. Trust for l,ow'risk requests'

person when needed'

LIFEAFTERTRAUMA

this person whenever possible' have minimal

May ask to borrow milk or a flashlight from this

3. Trust with medium'risk requests'

dny.

May call this person for support after a bad

4. Trusts quite a lot' May ask this person to babysit daughter when I have a

doctor's aPPointment'

5'TrustcompleteLl'Cancalltotalktothispersonwhenfeelingveryupset
about something'

Thesefive(orpotentiallymore)degreesoftrustofferAngiemanymoreoptions.
lf she had ," .."ri", "reryone "t 

h*:;,;li ttustworthy or totally untrustworthy'

she would end up with much lt" ';;;;and 
far fewer choices in her life'

How Do You Think about Things?

Has your traumatic experience changed the way you think about some things? In

which situations have you noticed this?

Are there situations in which you tend to use all-or-nothing thlnklng?

lf so, how does this type of thinking protect you?

How does this type of thinking limit you?

\X/hat feelings, thoughts' or situations would be different

two options?

if you had more than just
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.:-. ,,,rlr continue through this workbook, try to remember that most things in
r: ilLrt aL1 or nothing, black or white. Real life not only has many shades of gray

: :,r 11lan-v other colors. Remember that every rirne you expand your thinking
.-..1-1er a fr-rller range of possibilities, you also will have more options in how
:.:\rlllliife.

-- :atlon: Understanding How Beliefs Change

. : 1.1\'c just discussed, a single traumatic experience can suddenly change a
- -.ret. Most of the time, beliefs change more slowly and gradually through the

. ... :al1ed accommodation. When something happens, \\,e automatically check
: -rL-rLence against our existing sense of ourselves, others, and the world. If the

'. . i-r'r ht our beliefs enough of the time, those beliefs rvill gradually change to
: r-lCtS. Our beliefs accommc.,date to our experiences. The process is so auto-

' - ,, t usLraliy aren't aware we are doing it.
r .:.r.(lse you believe no one enjoys being with you. You would then not expect
r -'.'rre.l to join a grolrp on a ski trip. But what if you wereJ What would you do

' : r: r-reu, informatktn? It does not lit your belief that people don't like you. At
-.r helief would probably rernain strong becar-rse you coulcl interpret the new

'. nt \-olrr belief. Yor-r might tell yor-rrself that you were only invited because
'.:led an extra person to help fi1l up the condo they were renting. Or they

. :', ior you because no one else is likely to invite you anywhere. In other
' . .r',i invitation doesn't mean they like you. But if you accept the invitation
- ::r kcep getting more invitations from these people, your belief that they dis-

.. rrLsht begin to change blr by blt. The belief would begin to accommodate

: , --aCtS. First, you might allow yourself to believe that perhaps one person
- LLr colnpany, but that doesn't mean the others necessarily do. Over time,

..ri corne ro see rhar the belief that nobody likes yctu u,,as based on outclateci

: ..r information. Your new belief might be that you are likable and some

- -i en;oy your company.

r.1er for the accommodation process to take place, there are two basic
- 

- .'.- .nts:

'- 
,-L need to repeatedly come into contact u,ith facts that do not 1ir the

-.-Lci.

'r. 
u neecl to pay attention to those facts r,vhile keeping an open mind.

:'. :oLmd like the same step, but they are different. Beliefs are base.1 on real

.-r:Lcnces. Changes in beliefs come out of real experiences too. If you are
' r rn a car accident, this is real-u,orlcl evidence that contradicts the belief
. , it .rlrL als safe. It's evidence you can't ignore. Your belief mav change to "l
- . ite otrtside tny hcluse." If you then nerrer actually go or-rtside your house,

r'rver come into contact r,vith eviclence that the belief could be wrong.
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LIFE AFTERTRAUIVTA

Even if a belief is inaccurate, it won't change until you have enough real evidence

that it's inaccurate.

Corning into contact with contrary facts isn't ah,vays enough for a belief to

change. That's because we ignore many of our day-to-day experiences. This is

where the second requirement comes in: You must keep an open mind and pay

attentioll to the facts. If you don't ha.u,e an open mind, you will hnd it difficult to
erren notice erridence against a belief when yo,-r see it. It is easy to automatically
clismiss, ignore, or explain a\vay contradictory evidence. This is natural, but not
necessarily in yotrr best intelest. While it is wise not to make big changes on the

basis of a single erperience, expl:'rining away multiple "exceptions" can happen so

fast you may not notice it iras happened.

Kirk's car accider-rr matle 1-iim believe he was not at all safe outside his house.

Yet he did come and go 5nlgh--s1'sn on the day he became so frightened. He saw

each time as a srngle e\CeptLtro th:rt .1iJ not collnt. He didn't notice that over time,

evidence $,as br-ril.ln-rg t1-rat 1-re urrs actualll'safer thar-r he felt. If he could pay more

attention to the er-idence o\-er tlme, his beliefi about safet.v rvould have a chance

to gr:-rduaLll accolnrrLrrl:rte to his present-day life; he'd then feel more comfortable

ar-rd less afrard. He can speed the process if he knou,s how to keep an open mind
rtt.l $lt,,t r,'la\ attcnli(,n tu.

It r,,rr have rroLrhle stal ing lresent. aware. 2pl l rpen-m i nJ.J i n sornc situat i( )ns,

minclfulness exercises, as mentioned in Chapter 2, can help you. You might notice

that, coinciclentally, the secor-rd requirement for accommodation (paying attention
with an open mind) is very much like Jon Kabat-Zinn's delinition of rnindfulness
(see Chapter 2): "paying attention in a particular way: on pllrpose, in the present

moment, ancl nonjudgmentally." Meditation is not the only way to be mindful. Any
activity can be done mindfully and you don't need to call it rnindfulness to do it.

Trauma and the Five Basic Needs

Tiauma throws you for a loop because it changes your core beliefs about one or more

of five basic human needs: safety, trust, control, self-esteem, and intimacy. We need

enough of these things for ourselves and for those close to us. 
'!7hen we don't get

enough of what we need, we can begin to experience distress.

Box 3.1 offers basic descriptions of what we mean by each of these needs. As
we will see in Chapters 4 through 8, these are not the only meanings. Each need

can mean something different for different people. A key part of this workbook is

to help you discover what these needs mean to you.

If you are experiencing troubling posttrauma reactions, it can probably be

traced to a change in your thinking about one or more of these five needs. You may

no longer feel safe or able to trust. You may feel out of control, worthless, or alone.

You may have any or al1 of these reactions. If you do, your trauma experience has

probably disrupted your beliefs about that need. \What did that need mean to you

before the trauma? How has it changed since the trauma? (If you were very young
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BOX 3.r.

-- ^t!-- )cll.

., : - = 
-_:

.- - : -rself:

' -: :-::hers:

r:- - - :rfself:

r:- --- -::efs:

-::, -^\'OUfSelf:

' -:: , :- others:
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Five Basic Needs Often Disrupted by Trauma

The need to feel that you are reasonably protected
from harm inflicted by yourself, by others, or by the
environment

The need to feel that people you value are reasonably
protected from harm inflicted by yourself, others, or
the environment

The need to rely on your own judgment

The need to nely on others

The need to feel in charge of your own actions

The need to have some influence or impact on others

The need to value what you feel, think, and believe

The need to value others

The need to know and accept your own feeiings and

thoughts

The need to be known and accepted by others

- -. ."\. Peariman and K. W. Saakvitne, Trauma and the Therapist: Countertransference and
. * :: :ation in Psychotherapy with lncest Survivors. New York: W. W. Norton, 1995, p.6z; and
. - : -. A. Pearlman, Psychologicol Trctumd and the Adult Survivor. New York: Brunner/Mazel,

-:- . irc traun-ra occurred, yoll may not remember h,lrv things were befclre.) Wl-iirr
-,. .1LJ yru draw from the tralrma about that neeclJ Are those lessons:iccuratel

'. :r.re other pc,ssible meanings to events in your clrrrent life? Pethaps yolr L1o

.i.1 to fuel hopeless about regaining a sense of safety, trllst, or intunacr'.

.. :rfy Your Basic Beliefs?

: rehefs inflrLence hru' 1', )u intcrptet evcnts and interactions u,ith other prseplg.

:i.rlrple, sLlppose y)u arranged to meet a fi:iencl and she still h:Ls n()t arri\-ed
.:-.lr-r-rtes after the meeting time. If you believe "l'm nc)t important," then vou

-. ..t1v to think, "She doesn't vaiue me," "She must not reallv u'ani [o see n]e,"
-,, ,rn. You lvill probably tl-ren feel shame, sadness, selt-loatiring, ilr anger at the

- .----1. \or-r rLright storm ar,r,ay fsslilg hr-rrt L-,efore she arrives bec:ruse 1ou believe 1-rer

-i.-r): rrrcans yolr are not important to her. A11 your negative beliet.s irbout your-

,l'r.'l otllers r.l,ili seem to be provc:n-but they aren't. You are actr-raLllr jumping to
:-.chrsion about t1-re situation on the basis of insr-rfficient er.idence.

-et's take the siirne situation and hlter it througi-r :r different belief-that "l'm
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imporrant." In this case, you might think that your friend has difficulty managing

her time, or that something unexpected came up, or that she was caught in traffic.

If you believe the friend values you, you would be more likely to wait and listen to

her reasons for being late. If she doesn't arrive, you might be disappointed, even

annoyed, but you'd get in touch soon to make sure she was all right and find out

what happened. This, in turn, would certainly influence whether the incident was

a blip in the relationship or a major turning point.

When you learn to identify your beliefs, you come to know yoursel( know who

you are, and where yor-r really stand. After trauma yoLr may not know who you are

anymore. Discovering what you now believe, after trauma, is a way to ground your-

self again. It shows you choices you cannot see now but that are, in fact, there. As

we will see in Chapter 6, knowing yourself in this way is a foundation for personal

power. Coming to knowing yourself is not an easy task for anyone. It is especially

dif{icult if you are afraid of what you might find out. This is why discovering your

beliefs should be done slowly, carefully, and at your own pace. It should be done

with a strong safety net of self-care activities and a strong sense of compassion

toward yourself. The first step in coming to both know and care for yourself is to
respect your fears and other feelings. Dont ignore or judge them; listen to them.

The rest of this workbook is designed to help you trace your trauma reactions to
changed behefs about your basic needs.

TRACKING REACTIONS TO THEIR SOURCE
IN CHANGED BELIEFS

Most of us take our basic behefs about trust, safety, control, self-esteem, and inti-
macy for granted, but traumatic events have a way of leading Lrs to question such

basic assumptions about the world. This is a key part of what makes trauma so

uncomfortable. It can feel terribly disorienting and confusing.

?Q Brurc was at the stadium when an earthquake struck. Thoughts flashed through

his mind: Am I going to diet Will arLJone be able to find me if the building collapses?

WiIl I be able to escape if I get hurt? Although he had neuer worried much about

these things before, he became preoccupied with them after the earthquake. He

frequently had random thoughts about being injured in a variety of situations. He

was of ten afraid. OnLy now did he real.ize that he had taken his saf ety for granted ,

He hadbelievedhe could controlhis safety but now he fek totally out of control. He

feh as though safety itself was lost to him and he was now in great danger. Then he

realized he must haue been in danger aLL along, but only after the earthquake did x
real$ sink in. His earlier sense of safetJ must haue been an illusion; now that illu-
sion was destroyed.

Bruce isn't crazy to feel he has lost something. He has. He has lost his belie,t

that he is safe. Has his actual level of safety changed after the earthquake? Prob,-
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- :.. :. He lives in an earthquake.prone area. There was risk before, and the risk
: :.rinue. What has changed is that he can no longer ignore the risk as he did

- -- -; -\.rrv that he realizes the risk, he believes he cannot be safe at all. He makes
- : -':'rnecrion automatically and isn't even aware of it. If he begins to pay atten-
- : ,,r'hat he's feeling and thinking, he can become aware that he believes "lf
::: -: riSk, I cannot be safe." If safety carr onlry mean zero risk, then his fear makes

:: :irrSe. It is very uncomfortable to live in fear. Is it possible to be safe in spite
' - :--- risk and if so, what does that mean?

J,.:.k is real. The need for safety is real. But neither is total. Neither is absolute.
' - - -,e keeps an open mind, he can begin to find out what it means to him to be

-: ::rurugh." He can do this by paying attention to all of the evidence, continuing
...: questions, and finding safe ways to test current beliefs and possible alterna-

' ., -{e may find that he cannot feel safe unless he moves to a place that doesn't
' : ;:.rthquakes. However, this doesn't have to be the case. Many people feel they
. - :: sat-e enough to have a full life despite being at some degree of risk.

" : - -*:ntify Your Basic Beliefs and Evaluate Them

:..:l a rraumatic event disrupts a basic belief, we notice it first in our thoughts,
'::.,r.tS, and actions. By observing those changed reactions, we can begin to dis-

- :: rhe belief underneath that doesn't fit anymore. The process of identifying
- : ;,,'aluating your basic beliefs has four steps:

Pay attention to your thoughts and feelings in reaction to a situation

Pay attention to the facts of the situation

Identify the belief through which you interpret the facts

Evaluate the pros and cons of the particular belief

.:-.:s u'orkbook, we ask you to focus on recent situations that have presented
-: ^-ems for you, When yoll can sort out your reactions from the facts of the situa-
- ,.. rhe belief through which you see the situation becomes more visible. When it
- :, ne S visible, you can begin to evaluate its accuracy and usefulness. The process
-..:: \\'1th paying attention to what you feel and think.

, :. : Attention to Thoughts and Feelings

. ,' ::rs attention to what you are feeling and thinking is the easiest way to identify
-=-ief shaken by trauma. A shaken belief wlll lead to changes in your thor.rghts,

-...::igs. and actions. Suppose you experience a rush of thoughts such as "l bet-
-:. :J[ answer my phone," "l can't imagine leaving my apartment," "That person
-.:-.rnJ me in line yesterday made me nervous when he talked to me." If you think
- -.. rhings, you are likely to feel anxious, fearful, or panicky. It might help you
- .:,.-p and notice clearly that "l'm feeling very scared" or "l've been afraid a lot
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lately."'!7hat does it mean that you've been afraid a lot lately? You may conclude,

"l am not safe." This conclusion may feel like fact but it is an interpretation of one

or more situations that may or may not be accurate. What do you know for sure

and what are you assuming about it? That is why it is useful to identify the actual

facts of the situation.

Pay Attention to the Facts

Facts include things that are seen, heard, said, or done; they are observable. Facts

do not include yolrr or another person's meanings, motivations, or intentions. Stay

alert to the evidence. What are the facts? Can you separate the facts from what
you rhink they mean?

ldentify the Belief through Which You Interpret the Facts

Can you see the difference between the facts of a situation and what you think it
means? If so, you should be able to identify a belief that leads you to interpret the
facts in a particular way. Beliefs are often so automatic that we do not take time to

notice what they are. You can become aware of your beliefs, evaluate their accu-

racy, and examine their effects on your life. Understanding your beliefs and bring-
ing them into awareness can be especially helpful for people who have experienced

trauma.

Evaluate How the Belief Helps and HindersYou

Most beliefs have both advantages and disadvantages. If you believe you are safe

only inside your house, you will mostly stay inside your house. That probably u,iilbe
safer than driving. But how much safer, and at what cost? If you stay in your house,

it may be harder to get other essential needs met, such as for intimacy and support.

You may become depressed if you never go out. Do you feel you must give up one

need in order to get anotherl If your beliefs have more advantages than disadvan-

tages, that's good; but if they tend to hinder rather than help you, there are almost

certainly other, better choices if only you can learn to see them.

If your beliefs hinder more than help you, we want you to entertain the pos-

sibility that other meanings might fit the facts. We ask you to try this in spite of
how strongly you may hold your belief, Can you imagine doing this even if only as

a mental exerciseJ Being able to imagine the possibility (not probability) of some-

thing different is what we mean by keeping an open mind. After trauma, it can be

very easy to misread or misinterpret events in your current life. It can be easy to
miss seeing all the facts, especially those that don't quite fit the belief

When there are two interpretations that fit the facts equally well, you can

choose the one that has the most advantages for you. You cannot always choose to
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- r-ie rhe facts of your life, but you do have some choice when it comes to how to
- r::lre r those facts. Each of the next {rve chapters asks you to evaluate your beliefs
- .:-r: \\'af and to consider what choices you might really have.

.-::ng Problem Areas to Think Through Further

-,- ' -u identify your key behefs in each of the five need areas, you may find that
,:.'. .,f vour beliefs make good sense to you, match the evidence well, and have

' . = aJr-antages than disadvantages. This is good. You probably do not need to
-' :..: more about these beliefs at this time in your life. Other beliefs, however,

:..t be working well for you. In each chapter, we will ask you to take stock and

- .-.:-ler u,here you are in your work and how ready you are to continue. You may
- ..-.-:-,.' nor feel ready to continue the process at that point. You should feel free to
.: .:rs b,ook aside while you take time for self-care and other aspects of your life.

.-- -',:re of Caution

: -r.:J L'eliefs can be enormously useful and liberating; it can also feel emotionally
., Challenging old patterns of thinking can strip away some of what you've done

:i.: prorected in your posttrauma world. If any belief is particularly frightening,

, :-r-rv not be ready to think it through. You probably need further practice with

- ': -r-re or self-comforting, or to find additional sLrpport. If you still want to move
- . .-:. Jon't try it alone. Find a qualified therapist with training in trauma to help

- -- ','!)u and keep you safe.

::.);G THROUGH A BELIEF

" ,. -: t.hen you are ready to continue, we will ask you to think through a trouble-

- :elief. We will ask you again to consider your thoughts and feelings and the

. i::,ce. Then we will ask you to take two further steps: (1) imagine possib'le

:::.-.iri\-e beliefs (or meanings) for the same set of facts and (2) plan hou,t'or-r

r--.trSr safely collect evidence to check the accuracy of old and alternatir-e
...

- he exercise "Sreps for Thinking Through a Belief in tl-re chapters that fol-

. je.igned to help you do this. Start by writing down a belief you suspect n-iight
'. :. .;tlesome. What situations come to mind in connection with that belief?

-: - le of those situarions, rhen think through that situation and the belief using

, -1.ru'ing steps:

. Sort our rhe facts ofwhat happened.

o Sort out the meaning the facts have for you.
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o Identity the underlying belief.

o Evaluate the pros and cons ofthe behef.

I Imagine alternative meanings for the same facts.

. Evaluate the pros and cons of the alternative meanings.

r Consider how ro check rhe accuracy of the belief,

o Put the process in perspective.

Sheila knew what it was like to be kept waiting by a friend. This had hap-
pened to her. By paying attention to her reactions in the situation, and asking what
they meant, she had identified the belief that "l am not a worthwhile person." She
decided to think this belief through more carefully. Box 3.2 shows how Sheila filled
out "Steps for Thinking Through a Belie{,"

When Sheila had completed the exercise, she had a small piece of doubt about
how she was seeing the situation. She was able to imagine alternative reasons for
what happened. The more she thought about them, the more of a possibility they
seemed. Muyb. she was being unfair by jumping to conclusions. Soon afrer that,
Sheila's friend called, apologized profusely, and explained that she'd forgotten her
cell phone and then had car trouble out on the highway. She was hoping they
could reschedule, as she was so looking forward to seeing Sheila.

This one episode will not magically change Sheila's belief about herself, Beliefs
change through repeated contact with new experiences. The exercise did, however,
help her pay more attention when similar situations came up. Because she was pay-

ing better attention over time, the evidence started to accumulate. The accumu-
lated weight of evidence eventually began to change Sheila's beliefs about herseld
and how other people felt about her.

COLLECTING AND WEIGHING THE EVIDENCE
ON WHAT YOU BELIEVE

As we explained earlier, there are two requirements for the accommodation pro-
cess: You need to come into contact with facts that do not {ir your belief and you
neecl to pay attenrion to rhat evidence while keeping an open mind. When these
two requirements are met, the accommodation process can happen on its own as

it did for Sheila. However, it won't happen if one or both of the requiremenrs are
missing. It may feel much too risky to be in situations that could test your belief
Plus strong emotions like fear can prevent you from paying attenrion to contra-
dictory evidence even when it's there. These are important concerns. Your safety
comes first. You should not trJ to collect eq.tidence on abelief unless you feel you can do
it safell enough. This is why you need to think ahead and plan carefully before taking
any action. The following are our planning suggestions for collecting evidence on
a beliel

/
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BOX 3.2. Steps for Thinking Through a Belief:
How Sheila Completed the Exercise

r - -- :-e Facts of What Happened

' - -'::cular situation or encounter that bothered you. Describe the "facts."
, ' ,.^-)

: :J,

- i : :--3ngements to meet a friend for Iunch. I got there on time but 20 min-
: ' j - 

= still hadn't shown up or called.

- - -: :-e ,!leaning the Facts Have for You

. - -.erpret this situation? Whot did it mean to you? lf you have trouble, think
-'. :.ctions first and ask why you reacted that way to those facts.

: - rr:s not care about me. She doesn't even care enough to call and let me
-,.:3oingon.

--- :-e Underlying Belief

: ,' ,' '--< etd you draw about yourself? About other people?

' 
-: -=: bv other people. I'm not important. I'm not worth caring about. People

- : - - - =-anted. Other people don't value me.

: . start believing this about yourself? Was this incident the first time? lf not,
' : ,'.' do you remember first learning this?

-e of when I was growing up; my mother always told me that I was no

:-at she didn't want me. She never seemed to cherish me or even enjoy
' -:. She often left me alone while she went out with friends, even when I

, lJng.

e',,ing this make you f eel about yourself? What does it make you think about

=^C rvorthless. I have really low self-esteem in these kinds of situations. lt
- :rvf ully big reaction given the current situation, but I really feel unlovable,

=r I to expect anyone to ever really be there for me or care?" lt makes me
': .ount on anyone.

: 
=',ieving 

this protect or help you?

:ct much from other people; as long as I don't hope, I protect myself from
-:*ent. But it honestly doesn't work very well. I tell myself, "See? I knew it."

-:, still feel hurt and disappointed.
(cont.)

-::= :he Pros and Cons of the Belief
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-:rre else. At worst, I might say things to her to make her feel guilty, like
. . - : \'ou do this to me? You acted Iike my friend and then hurt me." lf I consid-* ::-er friendships, the worst thing that could happen would be that I would

: - : - :e that I really am all alone in the world and no one cares about me. That
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- . . : -ntngs might happen if you test the truth of what you believe?

: '- : - =: others see me completely differently from how I fear they do, this would
- . -=:, better about myself and be more trusting of my f riends. I imagine it would

- :=-f ul to be freer, more honest, and less fearful in my close relationships.

,- -"-: ,rocess in Perspective

. :: , : me feeling terrified and very lonely.

't :he belief matter 10 years from nowT Would it help or hinder you for the

. 1':il Ideas for Collecting Evidence

, :rstorming ideas is one approach for thinking up \,vays to collect evidence. Con-
r.: the task and then write clown anything you think of, even if it seems unlikely,
. :.ictical, or silly. You may think that the only \vays to collect eviclence about a

:: are high risk. This is usually nor rrLre. The hlgh-risk ideas are ofren the ones

ri-iir-rk of first; write them down to clear the way for other ideas. We do not want
.. -.r take any high risks. \7e wanr you to think up 1ow-risk, manageable ideas.

, -:as by Lowest Risk First

-.-n vou have written dorvn a number of possible ways to collect evidence for
' ': :1CCUr?c! of a belief, the next step is to rank your ideas according to risk. The

,...t-risk idea goes first, followed by the next-lowest-risk idea. Once vou have a
- that contains ideas that feel sate enough, you can consider carrying them out
:,,llect evidence. Always start with the lorvesprisk method hrst. For example, the

. :'.F1e act of paying attention to yourself and others is a very low-risk way to begin

. . :^e risk to speak with my friend and the whole thing blew up in my face, l'd
- -:el ashamed and exposed whenever I thought about it for a very, very long
-:'. aiso use it as evidence against myself for a long time to come. But in ro
: :'cbably wouldn't matter. And I may or may not even remember the whole

, - :specially if it had a bad outcome. lf there were a good outcome, it could
- ave an impact in to years. Working on this issue could affect the direction of

. .: : rships with others and myself f rom now on.

: : :- permission from the work of Catherine Fine, MD.
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collecting evidence on the accuracy of a belief. Other ways build on paying atten-

tion to what is already happening around you.

Observe events and how people are acting.

Watch other people's reactions to the event or action.

Notice when you yourself are already carrying out actions that produce evi-

dence about your belief.

Ask friends questions about their reactions.

When it feels safe enough, take a small action with a safe friend and see

how the friend reacts to you.

Let's take a look at how Carol planned to collect evidence on a problem belief and

what happened when she started to carry out her plan.

&? Carol's parents were extremely controlling and cruel. While she was growing

up, they neuer listened to her feelings or opinions and al.ways puther down. When

she was upset or cried, she was seuerely punished or sent to her room for hours at a

time. She learned to conceal her feelings and act as if nothing bothered her.

Carol believed that if she expressed her true feelings, she would be humiliated,
abused, or abandoned. She saw the belief as true or false and she already had proof
from her past that it could be true. What she hadn't considered was that the belief
was not always true. If it was sometimes false, then it might make sense to learn as

much as she could about when and under what conditions it might be false. Carol
wrote down her existing belief:

"l will be humiliated if I express my feelings to others."

Then she thought of a possible alternative behef. She didn't actually believe this
alternative but was willing to keep an open mind about it. It was:

"It is safe to express my feelings to some people and in some situations."

The next task was to make a list of ways she could gather evidence for or
against both beliefs. It was a challenge to come up with Iirst steps that would have
a small enough risk to feel manageable. It helped her to know she could start by
simply paying closer attention to the evidence that already existed around her. No
one else had to be involved or even know what she was doing. As long as she was
just on the sidelines, there seemed no real risk of humiliation or judgment coming
directly at her. But what kinds of evidence could she notice? She came up with
four different rhings to simply observe. She listed first the one that seemed easiest

and made her feel least anxious. Then she listed the others in an order of increas-
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ro rhink of a few small sreps beyond those. When
her behef went from least feared to most feared as

ing anxiety. She was also able

inished, her list of ways to test

follows:

LEAST FEARED

Notice how other people express feelings.

Notice how people respond when someone expresses feelings.

Notice what feelings I already sometimes express ("1 hate it when it rains all
u,eekend").

Notice how people already respond to me when I express a feeling.

Tiy to express some small degrees of feeling and notice the response; for
example, I could try this out with a coworker, a neighbor, or a store clerk.

Ask a trusted friend how she feels when I express a feeling.

Tiy to express a slightly stronger feehng with my closest friend or in another
situation where it feels safe to do so, to see what response I get.

Ask someone with whom I feel safe how he or she feels when I express stronger

feelings.

].:OST FEARED

Out Lowest-Risk Ways to Collect Evidence

Carol's first four tasks involved paying attention ro what was already happening

lr-rund her. For this to work, she had to be as objective as possible. This meant

:eing able to sort out what she observed (the facts) from what she might think,
:eel, or believe about what she saw. The evidence would either support or not sup-

:r)rt her belief that expressing her feelings would result in being judged or humili-
ared.

The first task on Carol's list seemed like it might be too easy to be of anv help.

s.r she was surprised to learn some things from doing it. She was usually so u-orried

at'out expressing her own feelings that she didn't think much about what other
:eople did. When was someone expressing a feeling, anyway? When weren't thevJ

She began to notice how often people expressed feelings and that there u'ere so

n-rany different ways they did it.
It was a little harder to pay attention to how people responded when someone

espressed a feeling. lt took a while before Carol realized she was ignoring much of
u'hat she saw. \il/hen people reacted calmly, thoughtfully, or downright positively to
another's feelings, this behavior sometimes didn't register with her at all; at other
rimes, she assumed people were pretending to react positively but were harshly judg-

ing privately. In other words, she found herself discounting what she had seen and
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heard. This is exactly what she was trying not to do and yet she still did it. Ste had

not realized this would be difficult.
As Carol worked at each step, she began to notice something interesting. Each

time she started doing a new, slightly riskier test, she felt some anxiety. But as she

kept doing that test, and really paying attention to the evidence, she became less

anxious about it. When she made her list, she thought her third, fourth, and espe-

cially fifth test were fairly frightening. But by the time she felt comfortable with
doing the first two tests, the next ones were less difficult to imagine doing, and

certainly less scary than they had looked initially. This was true even though she

noticed that some people got upset when others expressed emotion-just as she

had feared. However, as she kept paying attention, she also saw that not everybody
reacted this way; even when they did, they would usually get over it and it didn't
seem to damage the relationships.

Weigh the Evidence on What You Believe

As you collect evidence for and against a behe( it is helpful to keep a record of what
you notice and learn. In the chapters that follow, we provide an exercise to help
you do this for individual situations. Here is how Carol completed the exercise for

"Weighing the Evidence."

A. Llst a situation in which you noticed a belief Jou want to think tlwough more

thoroughly. Last weekend I was planning to see a movie with a group of
friends. Even though they asked what I wanted to see, my suggestions didn't
get considered. Everyone decided they wanted to see something else. I felt

like nothing I say or feel makes a difference.

What Evidence (Facts) Supports This Belief as Accurate?

1. My friends didn't seem to listen to my suggestion.

2. No one seemed to notice or care when I felt disappointed with the final
decision.

What Evidence (Facts) Supports This Belief as Not Accurate?

1. My friends did ask me what I wanted to see. Maybe they were interested
in my opinion but didnt hear my suggestion in the midst of everyone

else making their suggestions.

2. When I think about other times I go out with friends, it seems that they
do care about what I want to do or how I feel about things. When I
look back, it seems that my voice is often lost when I'm with a group of
people. Maybe itt because I'm more soft-spoken than others, so people

hear me better when there's only two or three of us.
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After thinking through evidence about a belie( you may find yourself more

Lrpen to alternative interpretations. The exercise ended by asking Carol to rate how

sure she was that her old belief was accurate. She still felt it was accLrrate, although
a little doubt had crept in. She marked the belief on the scale (see below) as being

,5o'5 accurate As you'll see in the chapters that follow, there is a second scale to
use at a later date. This will heip you to check on future changes in your beliefs in
light of new evidence.

'w
1\

Inaccurate

. -^:leshooting When Beliefs Are Particularly Hard to Change

h? ar 17, Linda was raped by someone she had just met. k was years before she

told cmyone what happened, and, euen then, she did not talk about it in much

detail. At age 30, she still often thought about the assauh, questioning what she

could haorc done differently and blaming herself for not preuenting it. Her belief that

the rape was her faultpreventedher from trustingherself withthe men she metlater.

Wheneuer there was a man she liked, she fled &s soon as he expressed an interest in

getting emotionally or plqsically closer to her. She froze if a man asked her out or

touchedher, ewen in a friend1y and nonsexual way. Over time, Linda grew increas-

ingly frustrated with herself because she wanted to be able to deuelop a friendship or

intimate relationship with a man.

What prevented Linda from being able to change, given her awareness? There
are four things that can make a belief particr,rlarly hard to change:

o The strength of the feelings connected to the belief

r How essential the belief seems to your safety

r How much your past experiences have conhrmed the belief

r Developing the belief at an early age

It is helpful to recognize, in advance, when a particular belief has one or rrore of
these qualities. Sometimes you can take extra steps to help yourself deal with it. Com-
ing up against a particularly change-resistant belief can be frustrating, but knowing
why can help. One of the problems Linda encountered was the power of emotions.

1. Strong feelings can make beliefs extremely difficult to change. Beliefs

learned through traumatic experience are usually attached to many feelings. Those
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feelings can make the difference between a willingness to test a belief and an

unwillingness to even think about testing it. This is not about being stubborn or

closed-minded. It's about self-protection. Once you learn what is painful and what

is pleasurable, you are likely to seek out pleasure and avoid pain. The feelings that
prevent you from testing alternative beliefs are your way of protecting yourself from

repeating an experience that brought you much pain. A part of you wants to be

very careful and not let the same thing happen again.

Linda believed that the rape was her fault. The following feelings arose from
rhis belief.

Belief Feelings

"The rape was my fault." Low self-esteem, self-blame, self-loathing, self-

doubt, fear, feeling vulnerable, out ofcontrol,
powerless

Linda's fear and bad feelings about herself remained powerful. Although she

wanted closeness, her need for self-protection was even greater. She realized that
developing a close relationship would require some risk on her part, as all relation-

ships do, but she needed to find ways of developing more closeness without feeling

too frightened or unsafe. She learned that she could take actions to help her feel

safer when getting to know someone. For example, when she was first getting to

know someone, she could meet in a public place during the daytime and drive her

own car. Later, she could try double-dating with a trusted girlfriend. These strate-

gies helped her feel less frightened and more confident.

Feelings are an important part of what can sustain your beliefs. Emotions such

as self-blame generate negative thoughts that lead to even more negative emotions.

This negative emotion-thought cycle is a major obstacle to self-understanding,

developing relationships with other people, and, ultimately, to change. Tiy to no[ice

the things that you say to yourself These automatic thor-rghts reflect the underlying
beliefs that influence how you feel and act. Linda repeats to herself the messages

that "the rape was my fault," "l can't trust myself," and "something is wrong with
me." The more she says these things to hersel( the more strongly she believes them.

The bad feelings grow stronger too. Preparing and using affirmations are one way

to give yourself immediate help.

\7e talked about affirmations in the Prologue. These can help counteract neg-

ative automatic thoughts and the feelings that go with them. Affirmarions cannot
by themselves help Linda trust herself again, but they can help her deal with the

powerful feelings of self-blame and low self-worth that overwhelm her when anyone

starts to get close. In advance she prepared the following affirmation to help over-

ride the negative thoughts: "l'm not perfect but I still deserve love and respect."

Becoming aware of your negative automatic thoughts allows you to develop more

positive statements that directly counter the old ones.
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2. Beliefs are held most firmly when they seem essential to your safety.

&3 t1l. is afraid to disagree. As a chil.d, he was hit whenhe disagreed withhis par-

ents. Noql, he believes that to be safe he must agree.

Lyle's reason for believing that he must agree in order to be safe was real. But
Lyle is no longer a child. Many other things have changed and it's been a long time
since Lyle checked how accurate his fear is. Is the risk of testing his behef still the
same as when he was a child? Recognizing that the answer is no makes the idea

of testing the belief seem more possible. It also helps to realize that testing behefs

doesn't have to be an all-or-nothing process. There are many gradations of risk.

Lyle's first experiment would probably not be disagreeing with his boss. The stakes

might be too high, the power difference too great. Lyle could begin by trying small
experiments in his life to test whether hls belief is always, never, or sometimes rrue.

For example, he might begin by disagreeing with a trusted friend about where to go

out for dinner. When the friend suggests Chinese food, Lyle might be more in the
mood for Italian. He could speak up with his friend and watch the results. Later,

he could try something that felt a tiny bit riskier. Safety is the first, most impor-

tant need to consider. Beliefs connected with safety are also among the hardest to
change.

3. Beliefs grow stronger with experiences of their accuracy. The more your

beliefs are confirmed, the stronger they become. This was true for Lyle and it was

also true for Rita.

8 ar a child, Rita was repeated\ treated with respect when she offeredher opin-

ions at family meetings. Her parents listened carefully to what she had to say, and

they considered her opinion when making certain decisions. She now belieues it is

good to express herself openly and she belieues people will listen to her. She is now

an outspoken attorneJ.

Rita's beliefs are strong because of the accumulated weight of her experience
that they are accurate. If, like Lyle, Rita's experience had led her to strongly believe,

"People don't want to hear about my opinions," she might not risk finding out how

accurate that belief is. Without contrary experiences, behefs will not change. This
is why it is important to consider testing your beliefs in low-risk ways. The stronger
your beliefs the more countering experiences it will probably take to change them.

4. Beliefs developed at an early age are harder to change. Generally, the
younger you are when you develop a particular behel the more difficult it is to
change later. This is true whether or not the belief is connected to a trauma. The
younger you are when you suffer trauma, the fewer prior experiences you will have

had to counter its impact. Furthermore, because of a child's developing nervous sys-
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tem, trauma has a greater physical impact on children than on adults. In the earlier

example, Lyle's belief that safety required agreement was strong for three reasons:

First, the belief concerned his essential safety. Second, the behef was confirmed
by many family experiences. Third, the belief developed when he was a chr\d. He
could not know that his parents' response to him was not typical of the way others

would respond.

To summarize, beliefs can be hard to change when the emotions attached to

them are strong, when the risk for testing them feels very high, when you have had

many experiences confirming they are true, and when you were very young when

you started believing them.

1.

3.

Facilitating Change in Beliefs

How can you change difficult-to-change beliefsl You can begin by thinking through
what you feel, think, and believe about safety. The following may help you think
about each of the four dif{rculties above in ways that can make change a little bit
easier.

2.

Emotions can be strong and should never be ignored, but they aren't always

about here-and-now "facts." Self-comforting and self-care techniques can

help lessen your emotional discomfort. It is okay to go slowly and at your

own emotional pace.

Don't take risks that feel too dangerous. Start with small risks. Chapter 4,

on safety, talks more about levels and degrees of risk.

The more confirming experiences you have, the stronger the belief How-

eveq be sure to ask yourself if the situation is still similar to those confirm-
ing experiences.'What circumstances may have changed? How long has it
been since you even tried to see if the belief ls still accuratel The last time
you tried, were you paying attention with an open mind?

Beliefs can be hard to change. Be forgiving of yourself when change does not
come as easily as you think it should. Remind yourself that you are experiencing

normal, predictable posttrauma challenges. Be patient as you work toward feeling

better.

Yor-r will {rnd another self-care exercise in Box 3.3. This guided relaxation ends

with a mindfulness exercise. Having several options for ways to relax will help you

find the approach that works best for you. We suggest that you first read through
the script to familiarize yourself with it. You may be able to do the exercise from
memory. However, it may be easier to record it yourself or ask someone whose voice
you find soothing to record it for you. You can then play it back whenever you wish.

Thke time out now to relax or do something nice for yourself. This can be some-

thing that takes only a few moments-such as imagining a peaceful scene-or a

longer activity like a hot bath or a walk.
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BOX 3.3. Time Out to Relax

: =. - :,, making yourself as comfortable as possible in a chair. Place your feet flat on
-=.-:,:rd.Makesurethatyourarmsarefirmlysupportedeitherinyourlaporonthe
--. l' the chair. Make sure that your head is f ully supported by your neck.

. : Ijke you to relax your body as much as you can. Sit comfortably and just let go
- . - :ersion that you are feeling in your body. Take a deep breath (breathe), and let
- . .=-sron flow out as you exhale (let out the air). Take another deep breath and just

: ::- : cut all your tension. One more deep breath (breothe)... and let it go.

- =: 3 lvarm feeling of relaxation flow into your body. Focus on your breathing.
: : - - - i 3\vare of your breath flowing in and out. Feel your chest rising and falling with

. - - : -= ath. Breathe naturally and smoothly. Feel the air flow into your body and leave
" :- :ach breath. Become aware of how your body feels as you sit comfortably in

- 
- :^=ir. Experience the feeling of the ground under your feet.

. '=:i the weight of your body where it touches the chair, and become aware of
- : . - l f ort you feel from the back of your chair. Just become very aware of how your

: . - '::ls right at this moment, with your breath gently flowing in and out.

-ove your attention to your feet. Become aware of any tension that you may

-- ::Cr,. Feel your feet relaxed and warm. And then move your attention to your
, - " :s. :xperience the sensations in that part of your body. And as you become aware
- .-. :ension there, see if you can Iet that tension flow out of your body with your
'= .: -. J ust mentally ask those muscles to relax. Feel that tension being replaced by a

.'- ':eling of relaxation.

: -:r move your attention up your legs to your calves. Notice if there is any tension
: r:rd if you feel any, see if you can just let it go. Gently release those muscles and

: -. aware of a feeling of relaxation in that area.

-JVe your awareness to your knees. And notice any sensations you may find

= ' ,,'ou become aware of any tension, just let it go. And do the same thing in the
:' ', our thighs. Mentally check that area for tension. lf tension is found there, iust

: i,- ... iust breathe it out with each breath. And let a warm feeling of relaxation
-: f, \'our thigh area.

- r,,,e your awareness up to your hips. And again, become aware of any sensation

:: r'ea. And let it go. lf you find that tension remains in a particular area, don't
- ::out it. Just leave it and move on to the next area. So now focus your attention
- -- lorver abdomen and buttocks. Try and relax those areas. Just let the tension

- -: cf vour body. Do the same in your stomach area and be aware that it is com-

.-- ^cld a lot of tension there. You may find many sensations in your stomach. So
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BOx 3.3 (cont.)

just mentally tell those muscles to relax and see if you can feel the tension leaving your

body.

Now bring your awareness to your lower back' Feel.that,are3and exPelie":" ll"l-"1;
ings there. lf there is tightness in the muscles, try to relax them' Just try to let go.of

that tension. Do the same in your chest area. Be aware of any tightness' Just breathe

; ;;i (;;.rrhe). Let it go. And let those feelings of tightness and tension be replaced

by a warm feeling of relaxation. And then move your awareness to your upper back'

experience how it feels to lean against the chair' Feel that press:re.lgainst_your back

and see if there is any tension in that area. And again, if there is, iust let it go'

And now move your attention to your hands and experience any sensations there'

in your fingers, the palms of your hands, your wrists' lf you feel any tension 
'"::::

areas, release it with a deep cleansing breath. And become aware of any sensations

in your forearms, elbows, and upper arms. Relax these areas. The hands and arms are

usedallthetimethroughoutthedayandthisisachancetorestthem.

Now move your attention to your shoulders. See if there is tightness there' See if your

muscles are held tightly. fakl a breath and let some of the tension.flow out of your

body with that breath. The shoulders are another spot where people tend to:arry.a

lot of tension. So, if you continue to experience tightness there, don't worry about it'

..lust move on to the area of youl. neck. Feel that area. Become aware of any s_ensations

there. Let go of any tension. Now bring your awareness to your chin' Mentally.release

those muscles to relax gently. And so, too, the muscles of your Iips, your cheeks, your

tongue. Just breathe all of that tension right out of your body'

Then check your eyes. see if there is any ti$htness in that area. Then check the muscles

around your temples and your ears. Just feel the area in your forehead and 
't: 

g: :l
any of the tension you may find there. Mentally examine the back of your head, right

on up to the top of your head. See if there is any tension that you 
Ilul 

be.holding in

yourscalp.Theniustletthattensionbereplacedbyawarmwaveofrelaxation.

And now, become aware of how your entire body feels. See if you can become aware

of the very warm, relaxed feeling beginning in your toes and reaching right to the top

of your head. Again, experience the weight of your body firmly supported by your

chair. Experience how your feet feel firmly touching the ground, gently supported by

the earth. Feel your head, securely supported by your neck. Become aware of any

areas of tension remaining in your body. Just acknowledge them and don't worry

about them. Experience the warm, relaxed feeling throughout your body' Feel a com-

fortable, warm heaviness as you sit securely supported in your chair'

Now I would tike you to return your attention to your breathing. while you remain as

relaxed as possible, once again become aware of your breath entering and leaving

your body. Become aware of the gentle rise and fall of your chest with each breath'
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peace or love or Cod' You might also choose a neutral word such as one. Take a minutet@..t1iiinkirotf,..ltriW0ff,,lolp 
.

(eause.)

Just remember to bring your attention, once again, back to your breathing. Remem-
odro9**U,iurgn nili,'p 
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